This Title III bibliography presents books, films, filmstrips, and records that correlate with stories from primers. The list of books is prepared from the suggested lists of the Ginn, Houghton Mifflin, Lippincott, and Scott, Foresman reading series. The bibliography includes sections about animals, birthdays, cowboys, fantasy, helpers, holidays, home and friends, and nature. Also included are sections of stories and poetry, travel and transportation, and picture books. The selections are listed alphabetically by author within each section.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ENRICHING THE READING PROGRAM

H. Hill Arbuthnot in Children and Books says:

"Books are not substitutes for living but they can add immeasurably to its richness. When life is absorbing, books can enhance our sense of its significance. When life is difficult, they can give us momentary release from troubles or a new insight into our problems, or provide the rest and refreshment we need. Books have always been a source of information, comfort and pleasure for people who know how to use them. This is true for children as for adults."

This bibliography of children's books for various grade levels has been prepared from the suggested lists of the Ginn, Houghton Mifflin, Lippincott and Scott, Foresman reading series. It is hoped that this list will also be of great help to teachers who use reading series other than those named.

Most of the books, films and records suggested will be found in the Educational Media Center of the Joint County System of Cedar, Johnson, Linn and Washington Counties. If the teacher as a user checks the catalogues and library card files carefully, she should be able to locate most of these materials. The filmstrips suggested may be in the local district curriculum library; otherwise, the local district budget may need to provide for these materials.

Unless teachers make reading more than just a routine teacher-directed activity, children will not enjoy reading. It is the responsibility of educators of the 1960's to make reading alive and important to children. This can be done by many activities. Some of the most important are reading aloud to children and using many of the modern media suggested here. The importance of the teacher's reading aloud to all of the children cannot be overemphasized. Some time each day should be provided for this activity.

These lists have been provided for teachers of Area X. How they are used will depend on the teacher's creativity and resourcefulness.

John H. Messerli Mildred W. Norris
Director Director of Language Arts

Title III ESEA
Joint County System of Cedar,
Johnson, Linn and Washington Counties
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SUGGESTED BOOKS AND MEDIA THAT CORRELATE WITH STORIES FROM THE PRIMERS

ANIMAL BOOKS*

Anderson, C. W., *Billy and Blaze*, Hale


Brown, Marcia, *Once a Mouse*, Scribner

Brown, Marcia, *Puss in Boots*, Scribner

Brown, Margaret Wise, *Baby Animals*, Harper

Brown, Margaret Wise, *Runaway Bunny*, Harper

Durgess, Thornton W., *The Adventures of Old Mr. Toad*, Grosset

Coates, Belle, *Barn Cat*, Scribner

Cook, Bernadine, *The Curious Little Kitten*, Hale

Dennis, Wesley, *Flip and the Cows*, Viking Press

Dubois, William P., *Lion*, Viking Press

Duvoisin, Roger, *Petunia*, Knopf

Duvoisin, Roger, *Petunia and the Song*, Knopf

Duvoisin, Roger, *Petunia Beware*, Knopf

Duvoisin, Roger, *Petunia Takes a Trip*, Knopf

Eastman, Philip, *Sam and the Firefly*, Random House

Farley, Walter, *Little Black Goes to the Circus*, Random House


Flack, Marjorie, *Angus and the Ducks*, Doubleday

Flack, Marjorie & Kurt Wiese, *The Story about Ping*, Viking Press

Freeman, Don, *Beady Bear*, Viking Press

Gag, Wanda, *Millions of Cats*, Coward

Garelick, May, *Where Does the Butterfly Go When It Rains*, W. R. Scott
Animal Books (Primer), Cont'd.


Greene, Carla, *A Trip to the Zoo*, Lantern

Groves-Rainey, Anthony, *The Tidy Hen*, Harcourt, Brace & World

Hoff, Syd, *Sammy the Seal*, Harper

Howard, Harriet S., *If You Had a Pony*, Harper

Ipcar, Dahlov, *Deep Sea Farm*, Knopf

Kingman, Lee, *Peter's Pony*, Doubleday

Koch, Dorothy, *When the Cows Got Out*, Holiday


LaFarge, Phyllis, *Kate and the Wild Kitten*, Knopf

Leaf, Munro, *The Story of Ferdinand*, Viking Press

Lopshire, Robert, *Put Me in the Zoo*, Random House


Martin, Patricia, *The Rice Bowl Pet*, Crowell


Meeks, Esther K., *Friendly Farm Animals*, Follett


Minarik, Else H., *Father Bear Comes Home*, Harper


Newberry, Clare T., *Babette*, Harper

Newberry, Clare T., *Marshmallow*, Harper

Newberry, Clare T., *Jittens*, Harper

Newberry, Clare T., *Smudge*, Harper

Ousley, Odille, *The Little Pig Who Listened*, Ginn

Rey, H. A., *Curious George Flies a Kite*, Houghton Mifflin


Scott, Sally, *The Grand New Kitten*, Harcourt, Brace & World
Animal Books (Primer), Cont'd.

Skaar, Grace, A Boy and His Horse, Hale

Snyder, Dick, One Day at the Zoo, Scribner

Stewart, Elizabeth L., See Our Pony Farm, Reilly & Lee

Tensen, Ruth, Come to the Zoo, Reilly & Lee

Thayer, Jane, Part-time Dog, Morrow

Udry, Janice, Danny's Pig, Lothrop

Wilding, Suzanne, The Book of Ponies, St. Martin's

Will & Nicholas, Finders Keepers, Harcourt, Brace & World

Yashima, Mitsu & Taro, Momo's Kitten, Viking Press

Ylla, Two Little Bears, Harper

ANIMAL FILMS

Farm Animals

Friskey the Calf, Cornet

Judy Learns About Milk

Poultry on the Farm, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Shep the Farm Dog, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Sparky the Colt, Cornet

Summer on the Farm, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Pets

Adventures of Bunny Rabbit, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Adventures of Two Little Goats, Cornet

Adventuring Pups, Young America

Andy's Animal Alphabet

Billy and Nanny, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

City Pets: Fun and Responsibility, Cornet

Frank and His Dog, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Hoppy, the Bunny, Cornet
Animal Films (Primer), Cont'd.

Mittens, the Kitten, Cornet
Mother Deer and Her Twins, Cornet
Mr. Moto Takes A Walk (Zoo)
Paul's Puppy, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Pride, the Saddle Horse, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Sea Adventures of Sandy, the Snail, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Skipper Learns a Lesson, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Spotty, Story of a Fawn, Cornet
Terry's Turtle, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Three Little Kittens, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Tippy, the Town Dog, Cornet
Tubby Turtle, Society for Visual Education
Zoo Babies

ANIMAL FILMSTRIPS

Animal Friends, Film Associates
Animals of Farmboy Bill, McGraw-Hill
A Trip to the Zoo, McGraw-Hill
Billy, the Goat, Eye Gate
Circus, Film Associates
Cows on the Farm, Jam Handy
Dumbo, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Ferdinand, the Bull, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Firehouse Dog, Film Associates
Kathy's Cat Has Kittens, McGraw-Hill
My Cat, Taffy, Eye Gate
My Turtle, Eye Gate
Peter's Pet Party, McGraw-Hill
Animal Filmstrips (Primer), Cont'd.

The Story of the Goose and the Gander, Film Associates

The Turtle, Film Associates

Tony's Pony, McGraw-Hill

Zoo Families, Film Associates

ANIMAL RECORDS

I Am a Circus, Columbia Record Company

Running Horses, Galloping Horses, High-Stepping Horses, Columbia Record Co.

The Little Hunter (Red Deer), Columbia Record Company

The Little Turtle, Columbia Record Company

Turtles from Carnival of Animals, Columbia Record Company

Yertle, the Turtle, Columbia Record Company

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue in the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under number 590.
Bothwell, Jean, *Cal's Birthday Present*, Abelard-Schuman


Heilbroner, Joan, *The Happy Birthday Present*, Harper

**BIRTHDAY FILMS**

*A Surprise for Jean*, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

---

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Holidays.*
BOO K S F O R I N D E P E N D E N T R E A D I N G

Betts, Emmett A., & Carolyn Welch, Up the Street and Down, American Book Co.
Black, Irma S., & others, Around the City, Macmillan
Craig, Cerald S., & Bernice Bryan, Science for You, Book One, Ginn.
Harris, Albert J., & Mae Clark, A Magic Box, Macmillan
Harris, Albert J., & Mae Clark, Things You See, Macmillan
Harris, Albert J., & Mae Clark, Worlds of Wonder, Macmillan
McCracken, Glenn, & others, Basic Reading (Primer), Lippincott
McCracken, Glenn, & others, Basic Reading (I-1), Lippincott
McKee, Paul, & others, Jack and Janet, Houghton Mifflin
McKee, Paul, & others, Tip and Mitten, Houghton Mifflin
McKee, Paul, & others, The Big Show, Houghton Mifflin
McKee, Paul, & others, Up and Away, Houghton Mifflin
Miller, P. K., & I. L. Seligman, Joey Kangaroo, Holt, Rinehart & Winston

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue in the Educational Media Center.
COWBOY BOOKS*

Chandler, Edna W., *Cowboy Andy*, Random House
Chandler, Edna W., *Cowboy Sam Series*, Random House
Lenski, Lois, *Cowboy Small*, Walck
Scott, Ann H., *Big Cowboy Western*, Lothrop

COWBOY FILMS

*A Visit with Cowboys*, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

COWBOY RECORDS

*Ride 'Em Cowboy*, Children's Record Guild 5001
*Little Cowboy*, Young People's Record Guild 78

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Farm Life 630.*
FANTASY BOOKS*

Andersen, Hans C., The Emperor's New Clothes, Hale
Beatty, Hetty B., Little Wild Horse, Houghton Mifflin
Brown, Margaret Wise, Golden Egg Book, Golden Press
DeRegniers, Beatrice S., The Giant Story, Harper
Elkin, Benjamin, The Loudest Noise in the World, Viking or Hale
Gag, Wanda, Nothing At All, Hale or Coward
Harris, Joel Chandler, Uncle Remus Stories, Golden Press
Seuss, Dr., And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street, Hale or Vanguard
Will & Nicolas, The Magic Feacher Duster, Harcourt, Brace & World

FANTASY FILMS

Hare and the Tortoise, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
The Cow and the Sprite, Cornet
The Little Red Hen, Cornet
The Ugly Duckling, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

FANTASY FILMSTRIPS

Cinderella, Film Associates
Cinderella (with or without records), Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Cinderella, McGraw-Hill, Jam Handy, Society for Visual Education
Emperor's New Clothes (with or without records), Encyclopedia Britannica
Little Red Riding Hood (with or without records), Encyclopedia Britannica
The Little Red Hen, McGraw-Hill, Jam Handy, Society for Visual Education
The Three Bears, McGraw-Hill, Jam Handy, Society for Visual Education
The Three Little Pigs, McGraw-Hill, Jam Handy, Society for Visual Education
The Three Little Pigs, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Ugly Duckling (with or without records), Encyclopedia Britannica Films

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under number 398.
HELPERS BOOKS*

Gramatky, Hardie, Hercules, Putnam

Hader, Berta & Elmer, Farmer in the Dell, Macmillan

HELPERS FILMS

Fireman, Encyclopedia Britannica Films

HELPERS FILMSTRIPS

Firehouse Dog, Film Associates

HELPERS RECORDS

Let's Be a Fireman, Columbia Records

Little Fireman, Young People's Records

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Cities, Farm Life or number 630.
HOLIDAY BOOKS*

Bright, Robert, *Georgie's Halloween*, Doubleday

Brown, Palmer, *Something for Christmas*, Hale or Harper

Lipkind, William, *The Christmas Bunny*, Harcourt, Brace & World

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under number 394.26.*
Angelo, Valenti, *The Candy Basket*, Hale or Viking


Baruch, Dorothy W., & Elizabeth Montgomery, *Sally Does It*, Meredith

Beim, Lorraine & Jerrold, *Two is a Team*, Harcourt, Brace & World


Brown, Hyra B., *Company's Coming for Dinner*, Watts


Cook, Bernadine, *Looking for Susie*, Hale or W. R. Scott Company

Flack, Marjorie, *Wait for William*, Hale or Houghton Mifflin

Guilfoile, Elizabeth, *Nobody Listens to Andrew*, Follett

Hader, Berta & Elmer, *Little Stone House*, Macmillan

Hoban, Russell & Lillian, *The Sorely Trying Day*, Hale

Kirn, Ann, *Two Pesos for Catalina*, Hale or Rand McNally

Lipkind, William & Nicolas Mordinoff, *Even Steven*, Harcourt, Brace & World


Lubell, Winifred & Cecil, *Up a Tree*, Hale or Rand McNally


McCloskey, Robert, *One Morning in Maine*, Viking Press

Petersham, Maud & Miska, *Off to Bed*, Macmillan

Rand, Ann, *So Small*, Harcourt, Brace & World

Sauer, Julia, *Mike's House*, Hale
Home and Friends Books (Primer), Cont'd.


**HOME AND FRIENDS FILMS**

Appreciating Our Parents, Cornet

Children in Summer (Farm), Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Our Family Works Together

**HOME AND FRIENDS FILMSTRIPS**

Finders Keepers (record included), Weston Woods

---

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

---

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Farm Life, Family, Food or number 690.*
NATURE BOOKS*

Adelson, Leone, Please Pass the Grass, McKay
Burton, Virginia, Katy and the Big Snow, Houghton Mifflin
Foster, Doris, A Pocketful of Seasons, Lothrop
Gay, Zhenya, The Nicest Time of Year, Viking Press
Tresselt, Alvin, Follow the Road, Lothrop
Tresselt, Alvin, Hide and Seek Fog, Lothrop
Tresselt, Alvin, Wake Up, Farm, Lothrop

NATURE FILMS

Children in Winter, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Farm Family in Autumn, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Farm Family in Spring, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Farm Family in Summer, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Play in the Snow, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
We Explore the Beach, Cornet
We Visit the Seashore, Young America
Winter on the Farm, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Seasons, Weather or number 550.

Andersen, Hans Christian & Adrienne Adams (illustrator), *The Ugly Duckling*, Scribner's

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.
Arbuthnot, May Hill, *Time for Fairy Tales*, Scott, Foresman

Arbuthnot, May Hill, *Time for Poetry*, Scott, Foresman

Arbuthnot, May Hill, *Time for True Tales*, Scott, Foresman

Association for Childhood Education International, Sung under the Silver Umbrella, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told under the Blue Umbrella, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told under the Christmas Tree, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told under the Green Umbrella, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told under the Magic Umbrella, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told under Spacious Skies, Macmillan

Association for Childhood Education International, Told under the Stars and Stripes, Macmillan

Austin, Mary C., & Queenie B. Mills, *The Sound of Poetry*, Allyn & Bacon

Bacmeister, Rhoda W., *The People Downstairs*, Coward-McCann

Bacmeister, Rhoda W., *Stories to Begin On*, Dutton

Barrows, Marjorie, *Read-Aloud Poems*, Rand McNally

Baruch, Dorothy, *I Like Animals*, Harper & Row

Bennett, Rowena B., *Around a Toadstool Table*, Follett

Brewton, John E., *Gaily We Parade*, Macmillan

Brewton, John E., *Under the Tent of the Sky*, Macmillan

Brown, Margaret Wise, *Country Noisy Book*, Harper

Child Study Association of America, *Read Me Another Story*, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, *Read Me More Stories*, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, *Read to Yourself Storybook*, Crowell

Child Study Association of America, *Read-to-Me Storybook*, Crowell

Chute, Marchette, *Around and About*, Dutton
Story and Poetry Books (Primer), Cont'd.

Chute, Marchette, *Rhymes about the Country*, Macmillan

Doane, Pelagic, *A Small Child's Book of Verse*, Walck

Farjeon, Eleanor, *Poems for Children*, Lippincott

Ferris, Helen, *Favorite Poems Old and New*, Doubleday

Field, Rachel, *Taxis and Toadstools*, Doubleday

Fisher, Aileen, *Up the Windy Hill*, Abelard-Schuman


Hubbard, Alice & Adeline Babbit, *The Golden Flute*, Day


Hughes, Rosalind, *Let's Enjoy Poetry*, Volume 1, Houghton Mifflin

Hutchinson, Veronica, *Chimney Corner Stories*, Putnam

Johnson, Edna & others, *Anthology of Children's Literature*, Houghton Mifflin

Martignoni, Margaret E., *The Illustrated Treasury of Children's Literature*, Grosset & Dunlap


McGinley, Phyllis, *All around the Town*, Lippincott

Milne, A. A., *Now We are Six*, rev. ed., Dutton


Mitchell, Lucy Sprague, *Here and Now Story Book*, Dutton

Mitchell, Lucy Sprague, *Another Here and Now Story Book*, Dutton


Orleans, Ilo, *I Watch the World Go By*, Walck

Ousley, Odille, *V Is for Verses*, Ginn

Petersham, Maud & Miska, *Off to Bed*, Macmillan


Rossetti, Christina, *Sing Song*, Macmillan

Sechrist, Elizabeth H., & Janette Woolsey, *It's Time for Story Hour*, Macrae Smith
Story and Poetry Books (Primer), Cont'd.

Stevenson, R. L., A Child's Garden of Verses, Scribner

Thompson, Blanche, Silver Pennies and More Silver Pennies, Macmillan

Untermeyer, Louis, This Singing World, Harcourt, Brace & World


Wildsmith, Brian, Brian Wildsmith's ABC, Watts

Wildsmith, Brian, Mother Goose, Watts

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under Short Stories or numbers 821, 810.
TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION BOOKS*

Burleigh, David R., How Engines Talk, Follett
Burton, Virginia, Choo, Choo, Houghton Mifflin
Burton, Virginia, Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel, Houghton Mifflin
Elting, Mazy, Trains at Work, Harvey
Freeman, Don, Fly High, Fly Low, Viking Press
Haywood, Carolyn, Here Comes the Bus, Morrow
Hurd, Edith T., Engine, Engine, No. 9., Lothrop
Lattimore, Eleanor F., The Bus Trip, Morrow
Lenski, Lois, The Little Airplane, Walck
Lenski, Lois, The Little Sailboat, Walck
Lenski, Lois, The Little Train, Walck
Phleger, Frederick, Inn Can Fly, Random House
Piper, Watty, Little Engine That Could, Hale
Zaffo, George, Big Book of Real Boats and Ships, Grosset

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION FILMS

Airplanes, Jam Handy
Airport, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
An Airplane Trip, Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Fred and Billy Take an Airplane Trip, Cornet

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION FILMSTRIPS

Railroad Rhythms, Film Associates

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION RECORDS

Trains and Planes, Young People's Records

These are only suggestions. Many other books, films and records are listed in the catalogue from the Educational Media Center.

*Some of these books may be found in the card catalogue under number 620.